Example of using EME winch
Movement of truck

Limit switch

Dog for limit switch

Movable pulley

It is possible to move the weight of twice by the movable pulley.
(However, the moving speed is half.)
A wire rope is fixed to the beam

Example of opening and closing the door

Pulley

Wire rope wound
Example of raising and lowering the servicing equipment for ski jumping hill.
Example of opening and closing the gate

- **Turnbuckle**
- **Wire rope**
- **Fixed pulley**

Example of opening and closing the gate

- **Windbreak nets**
- **Guidewire**
- **Wire rope on winch**

Install the pulley away from the guidewire in order to avoid contact with net and wire rope on winch
Example of raising and lowering the net at golf driving range

Example of raising and lowering the net at golf driving range

Example of raising and lowering the net
Example of opening and closing the tent

- Pulley
- Anchor to the wire rope
- Double block
- Wire rope

Example of opening and closing the dome

- Fixed pulley
- Turnbuckle
- MAXPULL WINCH

Example of opening and closing the overhead guard netting